Optical rigidity in aLIGO gravitational-wave detector, operated on dark port regime, is unstable. We show that the same interferometer with excluded symmetric mechanical mode but with unbalanced arms allows to get stable optical spring for antisymmetric mechanical mode. Arm detuning necessary to get stability is shown to be a small one -it corresponds to small power in signal port. We show that stable optical spring may be also obtained in Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with both power and signal recycling mirrors and unbalanced arms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ground-based gravitational waves antennas form worldwide net of large-scale detectors like LIGO [1, 2] , VIRGO [3] and GEO [4] . Extremely high sensitivity of this detectors is limited by noises of different nature. In the low frequency range (around 10 Hz) the gravitygradient (Newtonian) noise prevails, below ∼ 50 Hzseismic ones, at middle frequencies (∼ 50 − 200 Hz) thermal noises dominate and in high frequency range (over 200 Hz) photon shot noise makes main contribution. Next generation of gravitational wave antennas (Advanced LIGO or aLIGO [2] , Advanced VIRGO [5] ) and also third generation detectors (such as Einstein Telescope [6, 7] , GEO-HF [8] and KAGRA [9] ) promise by compensation and suppression of thermal and other noises to achieve sensitivity of Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) [10] [11] [12] [13] for continuous measurement defined only by quantum noise. SQL is the optimal combination of two noises of quantum nature: fluctuations of light pressure caused by random photon number falling onto mirror's surface and photon counting noise.
Possible way to overcome the SQL is the usage of optical rigidity (optical spring effect) [13] [14] [15] [16] . Recall optical rigidity appears in a detuned Fabry-Perot interferometer -the circulating power and consequently the radiation pressure became dependent on the distance between the mirrors. It has been shown [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] that gravitational wave detectors using optical springs exhibit sensitivity below the SQL.
In case of single pump an interferometer utilizing optical rigidity has two subsystems: a mechanical one and an optical one. Interaction between them gives birth to two eigen modes each of which is characterized by its own resonance frequency and damping. For description of evolution one can make transfer from the conventional coordinates to eigen ones and consider the evolution of the system as evolution of these (normal) oscillators [25] .
Dynamics of complex system such as aLIGO detector can be considered on the basis of more simpler and well * Electronic address: vostrosablin@physics.msu.ru studied system -Fabry-Pero resonator. Such equivalence is termed scaling law [26] . Fabry-Pero resonator with only one optical spring is always unstable because a single pump introduces either positive spring with negative damping or negative spring with positive damping [14] [15] [16] [17] . The obvious ways to avoid instabilities is implementation of feedback [20] . Another way is utilization of additional pump [27, 28] , which has been investigated in details and proven experimentally with mirror of gram-scale [29] .
DC readout, planned in aLIGO, means introduction of small detuning of arm length. Recall that Michelson interferometer with balanced Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities in arms with power and signal recycling mirrors (aLIGO configuration, see Fig. 1 ) operating in dark port regime possesses symmetric and antisymmetric modes, laser pumps symmetric mode and no mean intensity appears in signal (dark) port through signal recycling mirror (SRM). In case of slightly detuned arms small mean intensity appears in signal port. This intensity is used as very stable local oscillator.
The natural question is what arbitrary (not small) detuning in arms may give for stability. This question became interesting especially after paper of Tarabrin with colleagues [30] demonstrated possibility of stable optical spring in Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with movable membrane [31] [32] [33] . Analyzed interferometer with signal recycling mirror (SRM) but without power recycling (PRM) was pumped through power port [30] -similar configuration is shown on Fig. 2 (but with PRM) . However, stability of optical spring was shown for relatively large detuning -it means relatively large power in signal port, which is not convenient in experiment. Operation far from dark port regime additionally creates the problem of laser noises leaking into signal port -it makes difficult application of these results to GW detector.
The aim of this paper is to analyze and to demonstrate stable optical rigidity in aLIGO (or Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with PRM and SRM) a) pumped throwgh PRM, b) with arm detuning as small as possible (hence, small output power throwgh SRM). This result may be applied not only to large-scale gravitational-wave detectors [34] but also to other optomechanical systems like micromembranes inside optical cavities [35] (see Fig. 2 microtoroids [36] , optomechanical crystals [37] , pulsepumped optomechanical cavities [38] . In spite of the fact that optical rigidity, introduced into micromechanical oscillators, is relatively small as compared with intrinsic one [31] , it may be used for control and manipulation of its dynamics.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
We consider a gravitational-wave antenna aLIGO shown on Fig. 1 , amplitude transmittances of SRM and PRM are T s and T w correspondingly. Antenna consists of a Michelson interferometer with additional mirrors forming Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities with mean distance L between mirrors in arms which is much larger than distances between beam splitter and SRM or PRM. Input mirrors have amplitude transmittance T and masses m, end mirrors have the same masses m and are completely reflective. Input and end mirrors in arms may move as free masses. We assume that all mirrors are lossless. The interferometer is pumped by laser through PRM.
Recall dynamics of pure balanced interferometer (i.e. identical FP cavities in arms tuned in resonance with pumped laser) can be split into two modes: namely symmetric and antisymmetric ones. Each mode is characterized by optical detuning δ w (δ s ) and decay rate γ w (γ s ) dependent on displacement and transparency of PRM for symmetric mode (SRM for antisymmetric one correspondingly). Here and below we denote detuning as difference between laser frequency ω 0 and eigen frequencies ω w,s of symmetric and antisymmetric modes:
(In aLIGO PRM detuning δ w is assumed to be zero, however, below we reserve possibility to vary it.) The optical fields in the modes represent difference (e − ) and sum (e + ) of the fields in arms respectively and carry information about difference (z − ) and sum (z + ) between lengths of arm cavities:
(see notations on Fig, 1 ). In turn, light pressure force may be devided into two part: fluctuational one responsible for fluctuational back action and regular part creating optical spring [39] . Below we analyze the simplified case when sum mechanical displacement is fixed (for example, by feedback):
When FP cavities in arms are detuned by ±δ symmetric and antisymmetric modes became coupled with each other. In this case detunings δ w , δ s (1) and decay rates γ w , γ s refer to partial modes. As a result, the system is described by linear set of equations for Fourier components of fields e ± (Ω), e † ± (−Ω) and displacement z − (Ω):
Here is Plank constant, k is wave vector corresponding to laser wave frequency ω 0 , c is speed of light. E ± are mean complex amplitudes of symmetric and antisymmetric modes (excited by pump laser), I + is power circulating in symmetric mode. The right parts (g p,d
(Ω), g † p,d (−Ω)) in set describes zero fluctuational fields incoming into interferometer through PRM and SRM. Details of notations and derivation are presented in Appendix A.
In spite of the fact that set (5) is not convenient for analysis of sensitivity (because we have to recalculate fields e ± into output field in signal port), however, it is convenient for optical rigidity analysis.
Following oscillations theory advises we rewrite (5) 
Here we introduce the following notations:
In set (6) we omit fluctuational fields in right parts as we are interesting in dynamic behavior of system, i.e. in eigen values of determinant.
After substitution (−iΩ → λ) characteristic equation of set (6) may be written in form:
where we introduce the following notations:
The form of equation (10) is the same as for double pumped optical spring [27, 28] : two fractions (∼ I 1 and ∼ I 2 ) are similar to two optical springs created in two optical modes pumped separately. This analogy has physical sense -for imbalanced interferometer one pump excites two normal modes. This analogy became more obvious when relaxation rates of symmetric and antisymmetric modes are equal (γ w = γ s ). In this case the values κ and ξ are pure real and α 1 = α 2 = 0. Then characteristic equation takes the following form:
Note that practically the same set as (5) is valid for Michelson-Sagnac interferometer shown on Fig. 2 -see details in Appendix B. In particular, the equation (10) is valid after following substitutions:
where R z is amplitude reflectivity of middle mirror, m is its mass.
III. ANALYSIS
Eq.(10) may be written in form convenient for further approximation
Underline that Eq. (14) is still exact characteristic equation. Mathematically its left part is a polynomial of 6-th degree relatively variable λ. Its solution provides set of eigenvalues λ k , its imaginary parts describe eigen frequencies whereas real parts -relaxation rates (positive one corresponds to instability). It is not difficult task for numerical solution of (14) using contemporary mathematical packets. However, analysis based on numeric calculations is not simple because there is set of 6 parameters (γ w,s , δ w,s , δ, I + ) which may be varied.
In theoretical analysis below we make following assumptions:
• Interferometer is pumped through PRM.
• Arm detuning is small: δ δ w,s .
• Initial relaxation rates are small: γ w,s δ w,s .
Then Eq. (14) may be solved by iteration method considering term D
1 D
2 as main term (in zero approximation roots are λ k . We can do that because coefficients ξ, κ ∼ δ (5f, 9), hence, ψ ∼ δ 2 (11e) and the "additional" pump I 2 ∼ δ 2 (11c). It means that I 2 is much smaller than the "main" pump I 1 and we may apply iteration method.
Zero order iteration. The solution of equation D
1 = 0 is following:
Note that in case of zero arm detuning (δ = 0) these roots was found earlier [18, 21, 22] (for example, the case of p = 0 corresponds to double resonance regime) and formulas above may be considered as generalization for small δ.
Solution of equation D
2 = 0 gives obvious roots:
So in zero order approximation we have roots λ
k , among them the roots λ (0) 1,2 correspond to instability (γ 1 > 0). Now zero order part of determinant may be written as
First order of iteration. Our aim is to choose such parameters which make stable next iteration root λ
We divide (14) by (λ − γ 3 ) 2 + δ 2 3 (taking into account (21)) and put λ = λ
. So we get next iteration of characteristic equation:
We may keep in mind b as a constant of first order of smallness.
Below we putδ w −δ 1 , it is this choose ofδ w that provides stability with minimal arm detuning δ. This choice has physical sense corresponding to known scheme of laser cooling (see, for example [40, 41] ). Indeed, let FP cavity, which one mirror is a mechanical oscillator with frequency ω m , is pumped by laser with frequency less than cavity frequency by ω m detuned from resonance. In this case positive damping will be created for movement of mechanical oscillator (optical rigidity is negligibly small).
One may write down solution of (23) in analytical form
Analysis shows that b b. Then at condition
the second term in (25) is practically imaginary and its real part is small enough. Then the condition stability may be approximately formulated as
This conditions give an estimation for minimal value of arm detuning:
The formula (28) is confirmed by numerical calculations presented in the following section.
Important that in order to fulfill condition (28) 
IV. NUMERICAL ESTIMATIONS
Numerical estimations can serve as an examination of our theory. We can solve (14) numerically substituting realistic parameters. We chose the parameters for aLIGO interferometer presented in Table I [42] . We consider two cases -whenγ w =γ s and whenγ w =γ s . In a table values in brackets mean second case. Our analysis also gives an estimation for output power I out = 0.03W (as we know in aLIGO reference design output power should be about 0.1W ). It is a good result because we don't want to obtain big laser power on a photodetector. Importantly that here we chose operating frequency about 30 Hz. This value differs from aLIGO one -100 Hz. We made it because in our case power-recycling mirror is detuned from resonance. From this fact follows that the circulating power (∼ 24 kW) is less than in aLIGO (∼ 800 kW). Susceptibility curves for this parameters are represented on a Fig. 3 . Numerical solution of (14) gives us a set of eigenvalues with negative real partsit means stability. Important that numerical egenvalues are in good agreement with analytical estimates. In addition we checked our analysis numerically by Routh - Hurwitz stability criterion. It showed stability for parameters predicted by our theory. We also did the same analysis for Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. For such system we chose realistic parameters presented in Table II [30, 31] . However, we consider membrane as a free mass not taking into account its intrinsic rigidity. Numerical solution gives us a set of eigenvalues with negative real parts again. Plots of susceptibilities are represented on a Fig.4 .
Our analysis shows that we can control the shape of the susceptibility curve (increase one peak and decrease another one) just detuningδ w by small value ∆ from optimal one:δ w = −δ 1 + ∆. On Fig. 5 we plot such curves for parameters represented in Table. I. We have shown that arm detuning δ in aLIGO interferometer provides possibility to make stable optical spring for antisymmetric mechanical mode. Important that the stable optical spring may be created with small arm detuning comparable with optical bandwidths: δ γ w , γ s . However, this regime requires relatively large PR and SR detunings which restrict power circulating in arms of interferometer.
This results may be easy applied to table top Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with membrane inside to create stable optical spring.
We restrict ourselves by analysis of only antisymmetric mechanical mode in detuned aLIGO interferometer. In further research we plan answer on question: is it possible to make both symmetric and antisymmetric mechanical modes to be stable?
Here we explain notations and derive set of equations (5), describing aLIGO scheme represented on a Fig.1 .
Electrical field E of optical wave is presented in a standard way:
where A is mean amplitude, ω 0 is mean frequency, (mean power P of traveling wave is P = ω 0 |A| 2 ), a(ω) -operators describing quantum fluctuations, their commutators are
Usually fluctuation part is written in form:
where Ω = ω − ω 0 (see details in [43] ). We assume that input wave is in coherent state. In this case we have for averages:
In our notations we use big letters for mean (classical) part of field and small letters for small additions including quantum fluctuating component.
The beamsplitter
For incident and reflected fields on beam splitter we assume following formulas
Mean fields
For reflected fields of east and north cavities we can write:
The both east and north arms are assumed to be slightly detuned by δ from resonance to opposite sides. We introduce following notations and calculate generalized reflectivities R e , R n in long way approximation:
Using (A5) we get
where we introduced
(A10a)
Now we may consider the SR (south) and PR (west) cavities which are described by equations (keep in mind that there is no pumping into the south arm, but keeping A d yet):
Using (A9) one may write set of linear equations (A11b), (A11d) for A s and A w which may be solved for non zero A d :
Solving this set and simplifying the solution one get:
, where we introduced notations:
Now we can calculate fields before input mirrors in arms using (A14), (A15) and (A11):
And finally we calculate mean fields circulating in arms:
Small fields
Below we consider small (and fluctuative) part of a field in frequency domain. The logic of derivation is the same, but in this situation fluctuative part contains information on spectral frequency Ω.
a. East and north arms
We use long wavelength approximation for arm cavity. In particular, we assume that field reflected from arm contains information on difference coordinates z e,n of arm. So we assume that b n,e and a n,e may be expressed by formulas: b e,n = a e,n R e,n − E e,n T e,n 2ikz e,n ,
e e,n = a e,n T e,n − E e,n T e,n iT 2ikz e,n ,
z n,e = x n,e − y n,e .
b. Beamsplitter
Now we may calculate using (A9)
where we introduced following notations:
c. Inside fields in arms
Fields e e,n inside arms may be calculated using (A9) and (A25b). We may pass trough sum and different fields e ± = ee±en √ 2
. Instead of a d , a p we may inroduce the new basis for fluctuation amplitudes:
The fluctuational amplitudes g p , g d are independent from each other as well as a d , a p , i.e. their cross correlators are equal to zero and own correlators are the same as for initial basis (see (A2))
After simple but bulky calculations we obtain expressions for e ± :
We can rewrite formulas (A37) in form:
Equations (A38) and (A39) (and their complex conjugation) form first four equations of set (5) if we exclude symmetric mode (putting z + = 0).
d. Ponderomotive forces and equations of motion
We can express forces acting on end mirror in each arm in next way:
F e,n = 2 k E * e,n e e,n + E e,n e † e,n , (A40)
After that we can write equations of motion for symmetric and antisymmetric modes in frequency domain:
Equation (A42) forms last equation of set (5).
Appendix B: Comparison of Michelson and Michelson-Sagnac interferometers
Here we prove the formulas (13) . We consider simplified Michelson interferometer on Fig. 6 , show that it is similar to aLIGO interferometer and it is described by set similar to (5). Then we consider Michelson-Sagnac interferometers and compare it with Michelson interferometer.
Michelson interferometer
Let consider Michelson interferometer without FP cavities in arms but with power and signal recycling mirrors as shown on Fig. 6 . It can be easily generalized on a case of aLIGO by redefining decay rates and detunings in this system.
The mirrors in east and north arms may move as free masses, whereas power and signal recycling mirror in west and south arms (with amplitude transmittances are T w , T s correspondingly) are assumed to be unmovable. The interferometer is pumped through west port. For simplicity we assume that mean distance between beam splitter and recycling mirrors in west and south arms is much smaller than mean distance L between beam splitter and end mirrors in north and east arms:
L. In case of complete balance optical paths in north and east arms are tuned so that whole output power returns through power recycling mirror in west arm and no average power goes through signal recycling mirror in south port. In this case one can analyze symmetric and antisymmetric modes separately, in particular, symmetric mode interact with symmetric mechanical mode (x e +x n ) and antisymmetric one -with (x e −x n ). We analyze the non-balanced case when such separation is impossible.
Below for complex amplitudes of fields we use notations on Fig. 6 denoting by capital letters mean amplitudes and by small letters -small time dependent additions.
It is easy to obtain equations for mean amplitudes A w at power recycling mirror and A s at signal recycling one:
Here R w,s are amplitude reflectivities of power and signal mirrors respectively, τ is round trip of light between beam splitters and end mirrors, δ is detuning introduced by displacements of north and east mirrors (in opposite directions), φ s,w is round trip phase advance of wave traveling between beam splitter and power ( w ) and signal ( s ) recycling mirrors, A p is mean amplitude of pump laser, for generality we add term ∼ A d describing possible pump through south port. By the same way one can obtain equations for small amplitudes in west and south arms in frequency domain a w 1 − r w R + e iΩτ − a s r w R − e iΩτ = (B2a) = iT w e iφw/2 a p + r w ikX w , −a w r s R − e iΩτ + a s 1 − r s R + e iΩτ =
= iT s e iφs/2 a d + r s ikX s ,
Here Ω is spectral frequency, due to strong unequality L we assume that phases φ w,s do not depend on Ω.
a p , a d describe zero point fluctuations of input field, k is wave vector, values X w,s describe influence of displacements x e and x n :
x ± ≡ x e ± x n , (B3a) 
In case of zero detuning δ = 0 the set (B5) transforms into equations of decoupled oscillators whereas non-zero δ introduces coupling. Important, the set (B5) may be recalculated to equations for e ± → −(a e ±a n )/ √ 2 which are equivalent (with slightly different notations) to first four equations in set (5). Here we have to introduce symmetric and antisymmetric modes with sign "minus" because fields a e,n are defined near beam splitter whereas fields e e,n are defined near end mirrors of Fabry-Pero resonators. Now we can write down equations for ponderomotive forces acting on end mirrors of interferometer. They can be expressed by next formula: F e = 2 k(A * e a e + A e a † e ),
F n = 2 k(A * n a n + A n a † n ) .
For beam splitter we can use following relations (similar to (A9, A26)):
a e = − a w + a s √ 2 , a n = − a w − a s √ 2 .
And we can write: 
• Formulas for DMMI transforms into formulas for MSI with substitutions in definitions of right parts g w,s according to (B20), (B21) and (B3).
